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profi-air® design grills

Exquisite highlight – easy installation
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Easy installation meets stylish appearance
Design grills – to match any interior style
Exquisite design grills provide a perfect
“finish” for heat recovery ventilation.
You can decide individually which grill
complements the interior style of the
respective room best.
Thanks to the sophisticated profi-air
series, the ventilation unit, the piping
system and the ventilation grill form a
true “single-source concept” in terms
of quality and functionality.
For a pleasant indoor climate in the
entire building and hygienically sound air
exchange around the clock.

The all-round design grills: Easy installation and variability thanks to innovative magnetic fixing
profi-air design grills are a true eye-catcher of heat recovery ventilation systems. As
compared to products by other manufacturers, the innovative magnetic fixing ensures
easy manual adjustment, and the design grill is reliably attached to the mounting
frame. Varying within a wide range of design options is a breeze: simply remove the
magnetically attached grill and replace it by a new one! Yet another advantage:
profi-air design grills can be installed without any tools in just three simple steps.
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Practical, flexible installation in just
three simple steps:
1.	Connect the design grill and the
mounting frame.
2. Install them into the air outlet.
3.	Align the design grill.
3.
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The design grill and the mounting
frame can be quickly and easily
connected with each other by
means of two magnets.

Clamps provide a reliable and
durable connection between
the mounting frame and the
ventilation outlet.

Due to magnetic fixing, precise
positioning of the design grill is
achieved, and it can be adjusted
at any time.
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Benefits at a glance
Flexible alignment …
thanks to unique magnetic fixing
With the help of unique magnetic fixing, the design grill can be quickly and easily
connected to the mounting frame. Then, the grill is simply aligned by hand.

Easy installation …
without any tools
Installation is as simple as can be: Simply connect the mounting frame and design grill
without any tools, and install it in the air outlet.

Strong connection …
of the mounting frame thanks to clamps
The clamps provide a reliable connection between the mounting frame and the air outlet.
It can be undone by means of tools only.

Easy cleaning …
of the ventilation system
Just one easy move is enough to remove the magnetically fixed grill in order to reach
the ventilation system. From here, the entire system can be easily cleaned.

Hygienically sound ventilation …
thanks to integrated filter holder
Practical adjustable flaps secure the filter in the mounting frame and ensure quick and
easy filter exchange – for long-lasting hygienically pure air pipes in the entire building.

All designs …
are quite easy to exchange
Thanks to the innovative magnetic connection, different types of design grills are any
time fully exchangeable.
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®
profi-air® design grills – Design for each and every interior style

®
350 × 130 mm

160 × 160 mm

®

SHAPE BUSINESS
Glass, White Pure, Cat. No.: 78300660

SHAPE STYLE
Glass, White Pure, Cat. No.: 78300661

SHAPE COMPACT*
Glass, White Pure, Cat. No.: 78312660

SHAPE CIRCLE*
Glass, White Pure, Cat. No.: 78312661

LINE
Ground stainless steel, Cat. No.: 78300663

LINE
White (RAL 9016), Cat. No.: 78300662

LINE COMPACT
Ground stainless steel, Cat. No.: 78312663

LINE COMPACT
White (RAL 9016), Cat. No.: 78312662

PYRAMID
Dark rust bronze, Cat. No.: 78300665

PYRAMID
White (RAL 9016), Cat. No.: 78300664

PYRAMID COMPACT
Dark rust bronze, Cat. No.: 78312665

PYRAMID COMPACT
White (RAL 9016), Cat. No.: 78312664

AVANTGARDE
Ground stainless steel, Cat. No.: 78300667

AVANTGARDE
White (RAL 9016), Cat. No.: 78300666

AVANTGARDE COMPACT
Ground stainless steel, Cat. No.: 78312667

AVANTGARDE COMPACT
White (RAL 9016), Cat. No.: 78312666

FLORA
Anthracite, Cat. No.: 78300669

FLORA
White (RAL 9016), Cat. No.: 78300668

FLORA COMPACT
Anthracite, Cat. No.: 78312669

FLORA COMPACT
Weiß (RAL 9016), Artikel: 78312668

*for extract air only

Experience the whole variety at www.designgitter.de and test our design grills now
directly in your own home using our starline augmented reality app.

www.designgrills.com

by
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